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ABSTRACT 

.Isotopes of radium lighter than mass 215 were studied at the Heavy Ion 

Linear Accelerator by bombardment of 206pb with 12C and 197 Au .. wi th 19F. 

Silicon (Au) surface-barrier detectors were used in on-line measurements to 

measure a-decay characteristics. 
, ' . 214 

Mass number assignments of .Ra through 
206 

'Ra were made on the basis of excitation functions and genetic relationships 

", with ,francium, emanation, and astatine isotopes. . Half-Ii ves and accurate a 
. 214 

energies were determined for the radium is~topes, and the a energy of· Fr 

was corrected. . Alpha and ~ branchings were measured .. for 213Ra and 214Ra . 

Some systematic trends in the alpha decay energies were interpreted in terms of 

a weakening of neutron and proton'pairing energies near closed shells. 

I . 
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I . . INTRODUCTION 

We are engaged in an extensive study of the .a-decay properties of the 

neutron-deficient isotopes of elements between lead and thorium; Many nuclides 

1 
in this region are known from previous reports but improved performance of 

the Berkeley Heavy Ion Linear Accelerator (HILAC) and further developments in 

on-line techniques have made it possible to collect more accurate information 

and to detect previously unknown activities. The information so obtained is 

interesting in its own right and is valuable in connection with the method of 

closed 0:-r3 decay cycles for improving and extending estimates of atomic masses, 

0:- and r3.-decay energies, and neutron-and proto~binding energies. In addition, 

in experiments deSigned to investigate transuranium nuclides, a-active. nuclides . 

in the lead to thorlum region may appear either as the result of rapid and .. 

complex decay chains or, more usually ,·through the influence of trace impurities 

on the target materials. Hence it is desirable to have as complete a knowledge 

of these nuclides· as is possible. 

In three previous papers we have reported a-decay properties of light 

isotopes of polonium and astatine,2. .. 3 d f . 4 I h' . radon, .an ranclum. n t lS report 

light radium isotopes are considered. 

Griffioen andMacfar lane5 have obtained 0: energies and half-lives 

for 
212 213 214. Raj . Raj and·· Ra. From the systematic trends of a decay in this 

region several more radium isotopes can be expected to have· half-lives long 

enough to be detected with the present· method. In this work we observed a . 

number of new activities which, on t.he basis of half-lives, accurate a energies, 

and excitatiori functions,· can be attributed to .. 206Ra . through 
214 . 
.. Ra. Excita-

tion functions of the daughter activities were also determined. Carefulinspec-

tion of the data provided multiple verification of most of the radium mass 

number assignments. 

i 
I 
I 

I 
! 
i 

! 
! .. 
i 
~ . , 
i 
~ 
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II • EXPERIMENTAL 

Our expe~imental technique was a modification of the method used by 

6 
Macfarlane and G~iffioen. Essentially, th~ products recoiling from a thin 

target were slowed to thermal energies in.a heliQ~ atmosphere and swept 

through a small nozzle onto a catcher foil in an adjacent vacuum chamber. 

The products thus deposited ~ere then quickly positioned in front of a Si (Au) 

surface-barrier detector. Small amounts of activity were collected on the 

catcher foil in less than 50 msec while the collection time for the major part 

. 
was of the order of seconds. In a typical experiment recoil activity was alter-

natively collected for a fraction of a second and counted for the same period, 

~ith the cycle repeated over a period of 10 to 20 minutes. The apparatus, the 

electronics, and the special energy calibration method are described in a 

2 
previous article. 

The reactions used in the study were: 

and 

, 

where' x refers to the nQ~ber of evaporated neutrons. The targets were 

2 206 206 207 208 
2.5 mg/cm gold leaf and separated Pb (97.22% Pb, 1.34% Pb, 1.39% Pb, 

according to the supplier, Oak Ridge National Laboratory) electroplated on 
---"-- - -_._._--

2 206 2 
2.3 mg/cm nickel foil. The thickness of the Pb target was about 0.3 mg/cm • 

MaximQ~ beam energy was 197 MeV for 19F and 125 MeV for 12C. Lower 

energy beams were obtained by inserting stacks of 1.72 mg/cm
2 
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, 2 
al~~inum absorber foils in front of the target. The range-energy relation-

ships of Northcliffe7 were used to calculate the energy degradation in the 

absorbers. 

The excitation functions were measured starting at the Coulomb barrier 

and progressively increasing the beam energy until the maxim~~ energy was 

reached, or vice versa, starting at full beam energy and ending at the barrier. 

The total integrated beam current was the same ,for all runs, each of which 

required about 15 minutes , with an interval of about three minutes between 

measurements. , With this time schedule, some distortion of the excitation 

functions of the longer lived daughter activities was observed owing to the 

recording of residual activity, from one measuring period to the next. 

In separate experiments half-lives of individual o:peaks were determined 

with the techniques outlined previously.2 

, . 
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III . RESULTS 

A nQ~ber of representative a spectra obtained at different bombarding. 

energies are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Excitation functions derived from the 

complete sets of a spectra are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The first of these 

shows the yield versus bombarding energy curves for individual radiUm and daugh-

206 12 218-x-
ter activities from the reactions Pb( C,xn) ~a,while Fig. 4 displays 

197 19 216-x- . the corresponding information for the Au( F,xn)~a reac~lons. The 

radiQ~ yield curves have the regular behavior expected of compound nucleus 

reactions so that tentative mass nQ~ber assignments can be made to the unknown 

radiQ~ activities. These assignments are bolstered by the similarity in shape 

of the yield CLITVeS for franciQ~ daughters (produced by electron capture of the 

radiQ~ parents) and emanation daughters (produced by a decay of radium parents). 

In several cases even the astatine granddaughter was observed. The daughters in 

turn were identified on the basis of their a-particle energies and half-lives. 

The behavior of the radon daughter activity was particularly reliable since 

any radon produced by direct reactions would fail to collect; the observed 

radon. activity must have been formed "by the decay of radiwll on the catcher 

foil. 

In the case of the radiQ~ isotopes with half-lives 3.8 sec or less (mass 

nQ~ber below 211) the observed radium intensities are much less than the observed 

intensi ties for the daughters. This is· a result of decay in flight of the' short-. 

-lived radiQ~ parent before it-can-"be' swept-from-the-chamber-and-col-lected-on-the--

cat'cher foil. When this occurs the longer-lived franciQ~ daughter or astatine 

granddaughter activitY'is collected and counted. This effect does not prevent 
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the observation and identification of the radiu..'li isotope but it interferes with 

the det~rmination of cxlEC branch ratios and with the estimation of reaction 

cross sections for production of the shorter-lived isotopes. 

Details of the analys is of the .excita tion curves are given in the follow-

ing paragraphs .where the individual radiu..rll isotopes are discussed. To aid the 

discussion some of the excitation function data have been replotted in Fig. 5 

in a manner to classify the relation of parent and daughter activities. A 

su..'1l..'llary of the new. radiu..'ll results is given in Table I . The quoted errors are 

conservative limtts covering the total spread of many individual measurements 

and are substantially greater than the statistical uncertainty. 

A. Radium-2i4 I 

GriffiOen and Ma~farl~ne5 have reported an a energy of 7.17 MeV and 

6 
. 214 -

a half-life of 2. sec for Ra. The corresponding values obtained in the 

present investigation are 7.136 MeV and 2.6:t0.2 sec. The peak is shown in Fig. 1. 

The assignment is based on the excitation function of the peak shown in Fig. 3. 

Additional evidence is provided by the excitation function of the composite 

6 
209 210 . 

. 037-MeV peak which belongs to Rn and to . Rn, the latter being the a-decay ;,.--"" 

214 daughter of Ra. 

An CX' energy of 8.55 MeV and a half-life of3. 9 msec have be.en reported 

214 5· . 206 
for Fr. The weak peak at 8.430 MeV in the spectra obtained from the Pb 

+ 12C reactions (Fig. 1) must be the same activity in equilibriu..'Tl w'ith its 214Ra 

parent. Its apparent half-life is 2.6 sec, equal to that .of 214Ra , and ·its 

:: 

" 

I 
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excitatio.n functien in Fig. 3 fellows that ef 214Ra .. Frem the intensitY.ratie 

ef the peak at 8.430 MeV to. that at 7.136 MeV the electten-capturebranching ef 

214Rawas determined to. be 0.09±0.03%. 

B. RadiU!'n-213 

The a spectru.'n ef 213Ra is shewn in Fig. 1. The energies and relative 

'intensities ef the three ebserved peaks are: 6.730 MeV, 45±2%; 6.623 MeV, 49±2%; 

and'6.520 MeV, 6±1%. The half-life was measured to. be 2.75±0.15 minutes. Values 

reperted previously were: a energies 6.74 and 6.6_1 MeV, and half-life 2.7. 

minutes. 5 

The excitatien functions in Fig. 3 show clearly that the three peaks 

belong to. ene isetepe. The yield maxima occur at the bembarding ,energy expected 

fer the 206pb(12c,5n)213Ra ·r·eact~on. F th th' Id f th l' t • ur ermere e y~e curve 0 e e ec ren-

. 213 . 
capture daughter, Fr, has the same shape at low beam energies, although at 

higher energies mest ef the 213Fr is probably preduced by direct reactions. The 

, 209 210 . compesite ' Rn excitat~on curve also agrees with this assig~~ent. The weak 

213 213 4 apeak at 8.090 MeV belongs to. Rn, the electron-capture daughter ef Fr., 

Its excitation function is shown, in Fig. 3. 

The a and electron-capture branches o.f 213Ft are knewn to be 99.4 and' 

4 2~ 0.5710" respectively. Thus, the a and electron'-capture branches of Ra can 
.. - --~ --~ - -----.---

be determined from the present spectra. Under the assumption that direct produc-

tien ef 213Fr is negligibl~ at 12C_beam energies lo.wer'than 85 MeV, the a branch 

f 213 r=.d' "'f1 
.. 0. Ra is 80±..I70 and the electron-capture branch 20±..Il0' 
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In a few spectra taken clQseto 85-MeVbeamenergy (Fig. 1) where the 

212 .. 6 4 contributions of Fr groups are small~ a weak peak can be seen at . 08±005 MeV. 

It. is· reasonable to assign it to 213Ra.: Unfortunately, no reliable ·half"':life was 

obtained for this peak, and its excitation function (Fig. 3) cannot be determined sep-

arat.ely 
212 

from that of the interfering Fr groups. If the assignment to 213Ra 

is correct, the relative intensity of the peak is 0.4±0.21b. 

c. Radiu.'11.,.212 and Radiu.rn-211 

Systematic 212 211 a trends in a decay indicate that ci energies of Ra and ~R 
. 1 and 2) 

should be nearly the sarne.·. 
(Figs. 3 and 4), 

An a peak at 6.90 MeV (Figs. / has a broad excitation 

function! which is most logically explained as a composite curve for these two 

208 207· 
isotopes. Moreover, the composite excitation curve for the ' .Em daughter 

pair (Fig. 5(a)) is similar to the composit·e parent curve. The excitation 

func~ion of 2i~r(Fig: 5(a)), the electron-capture daughter of 21~a,is combined 

210 
with that of Fr because of the similarity in a-particle energies, but the low 

energy part of the composite curve is chiefly 21~'r· and it provides good evidence 

f · th . ·t· . f 21L . th 't 211,212R t Tl' t 't . or e pos~ ~on 0 na ~n e composl e .. a paren curve. le ln ens~ y 

of 212Fr a activity was too low to permit construction of good excitation func-

212 
tions because the electron-capture branching of Ra is low, the half-life of 

212 
Fr is long (19.3 min),·and its a decay is complex. 

212 
In careful measurements made at beam .energies where . Ra was predominant 

. over 21~a'we determined an a energy 0(6.896 MeV ands, half-life of l3±2 sec. 
, . 

At beam energies where 2l~a was the principal activity we determined values of 

. \ 
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6.910 HeV and l5±2 sec. 212 
The values reported previously for Ra are 6.90 MeV 

and 18 sec 5
j no reports exist for 2l~a. 

, 210 
From the systematic trends in properties, the a energies of Ra and 

209Ra are also expected to be very similar. A peak is seen at 7.01 MeV (Figs. 1 and 2) 

which we ~ay attribute to these isotopes. The excitation function of this peak 

(Fig. 5(0)) is broad and is similar to the composite yield curve of the a daugh-

t 206p~ ~ 2C5R (~. ers, ~, .• an,,- .!1 .r:'lg. 5 (b) ) . The excitation functions of the ~-decay 

, 210 209 2lL 208 
daughters, ?r ,?::-d Fr are combined with those of ~r and Fr, respec-

tively. Their behavior is in agreement with the radiQ~ assig~~ents. 'The yield 

curve of the grand.daughter, 205At, is also 'in agreement after allovlance is made 

for its shift toward higher-beam energies c'aused by the 26-min half-life; i.e., 

b th '. t f 205At t·· t f . d t th t Y e persls ence a some a ac lVl y rom one measurlng perio a e nex . 

. 19 210 ' 
From measurements made at a 105 MeV F beam energy where Ra predom-

inates over 209Ra we measured an a energy of 7.018 MeV and a half-life of 

3.8:!::0.2 sec. 209 Properties of "Ra were measured on samples prepared at a beam 

energy of 140 MeV. The a energy and half-life are 7.008 MeV and 4.7:!::0.2 sec" 

respectively. 

.' 

-v 
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E. Radill.IJ1.-208 and RadilJ.m-207 

Another pair of radill.1J1. isotopes 'With similarcx energies is 208Ra and 

207 . 
J;\a. Alpha-energy calibrations .'Were made at several beam energies to deter-

mine 'Whether the peak at 7.131 MeV in Fig~ 2 consists of t'Wo unresolved 

'components. Only one value 'Was, observed,ho'Wever: and it 'Was attributed both 

to 208Ra and 207Ra .. The half-life of the group 'Was also determined at several 

beam energies. Valuesbet'Ween 1.1 and 1. 4 sec 'Were observed, the shorter ones 

coming systematically from measurements at lo'Wer beam energies. Therefore, 

1.3±0.2 sec.is reported for 207Ra and 1.2±0.2 sec for Since these 

half-life errors overlap, the burden of proof for the existence of t'Wo isotopes 

falls· on th.e observation of the daughter products. 

The excitation function of the 7 .131-MeV peak in Fig. 5(c) is broad 

'Which indicates that i tbelongs to t'Wo isotopes. , .. If small deviations caused 

by experimental difficulties are ignored,the yield maxima of 207Fr and 203At 

in Fig. 5(c) fall at the same. beam energy as the estimated excitatione:.maximll.1J1. 

207 208 204, . 
of Ra. Similarly, the yield maxima of· Fr and . At fall at the beam energy 

expected for the maximll.lJ1.yield of 208Ra . 
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F • Raditl.'l1 - 206 

. . 206 
The "ose.k Ct group at 7.270 MeV ~n F~g. 2 belongs to Ra. Its ha1f:-1ife 

was measured to be 0.4±0.2 sec. The excitation function of this peak resembles 

206 202 202m . 
those of Fr, At, and At in Fig. 5(d). FranciQ~-206 is the electron 

206 202 . 202!ri . 
capture daughter of Raj At and At are granddaughters. 

. 206 
. RadiQ~ isotopes l~ghter than Ra can be expected to have half-lives 

too short to be detected with the present equipment. ° The relatively strong 

205Fr group at 6.917 MeV and 201At group at 6.342 MeV in Fig. 2 (see also Fig. 5 

Cd)) indicate that 205Ra was produced but that it decayed to 205Fr and· 201At 

before the recoil atoms were collected. 

G. Polonium Isotopes 

Ir. the bombard::"ent 'of gold .... lith 172 IY1eVfl:.;.oritle ions Ct activity of 

polonium appeared in the spectra (Fig. 2). The yield of these isotopes dropped 

off quickly with decrease in energy of fluorine ions and do not show any clear 

relationship to the yields of the radiQ~ isotopes. As it is most likely these 

poloniQ~ isotopes we~e produced by some tJ~e of partial transfer reaction, not 

involving the initial prodaction of radiu!"{l isotopes, we do not discuss them in 

this paper. 
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IV. . DISCUSSION' 

The general features of the radiu.rn isotopes are similar to those of 

2:..4 
the neighboring .elements discussed in our previous reports. The dependence 

o~ a-decay energy on neutron number shown .in Fig. 6 demonstrates this quite 

clearly. There is a sharp discontinuity at 126 n~utrons and a regular step':'1ike 

behavior below 126 neutrons. The decay energies of the' even-neutron isotopes 

are higher and the decay energies of .. the odd-neutron isotopes lower than the 

averages corresponding to a smooth variation with mass number. This indicates 

that the steps are a consequence of the .pairing of neutrons, 'and more specif-

ically that the pairing energy is stronger in the daughter than in the parent. 

In other words, the neutron-pairing energy decreases as the 126-neutron closed 
..... .12 13 

shell is. 'approached. This behavior has. been noted by other authors, ' but 

the new radiu.rn isotopes .provide additional evidence for the regularity of this 

feature. We note also that the cUrves for different elements are not equally 

spaced. The curve for an odd-:proton element is cJoser to. the one of the higher 
,. , 

e'ven-prpton element; e.g., the francium. curve is closer to radiu.rn than radon~ 

This· suggests. that the unequal spacings are a conseque'nce of the pairing of 

protons and that the proton pairing energy is greater in the parent than in 

the daughter. Stated anotherway,the proton-pairing energy increases as 

moreprQtons are added beyond the 82 closed shell. Thus, the steplike behavior 

,and the unequal spacings of the curves can be explained as a result of a weaken-

ing of the neutron"': and proton:"pairing energies as the closed shell" configura

tions .(12b and 82. nucleons) are approached. 
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A brief inspection of the existing data shows that this trend of weaker 

pair-ing .near the shell is 'valid as well on.the neutron-rich side of the 126.;. 

neutron shell. The step-like behavio:r;' is reversed in the sense that the' even.;'; 

neutron isotopes are depressed relative to the odd-neutron 1sotopes but.the 

spacings between elements remain the ,same as on the neutron deficient side. 

The principle seems valid also around other closed shells although it is less 

'pronounced. . This behavior provides a~seful method for predicting, ahd checking 

experimental results. 

The new data presented in this paper. are. useful for extending the table 
/ 

'of nuclear masses by the general method of ex:..~ decay energy cycles. The masses 

,so obtained are 'valuable in turn for the derivation of other quantities such as 

neutron-and proton-separation energie's. The most up-:-to-date published review 

12 
of ex-~ decay cycles and. masses is that of Viola and Seaborg. . In Table II we 

. . 

compare our experimental ex Q.-values with the experimental and estimated values 

given by these authors. The results establish the quality of the previous 

estimates and permit an extension of them to even lighter nuclei. 

Inthispe.per weare concerned with the products of the heavy ion induced 

nuclear'reactions rather than the reactions t,hemselves. However, it is easy. to 

extract one quantity of some interest for the. excitation function curves. From 

'. the beam energy at the .maximu.'ll yield of each radiu.'ll isotope, from the Q.-value 

of the reaction, and from the neutron separation energies of the isotopes involved 
. .' .. 

in-t~e ~ evaporat-io-n c lialii, - one'- caiJ.- aedu~e-·the~a vera:ge-a.!hOlint-of -en:ergy-di-s·s-tpat-ed--

1n neutron kinetic energy plus 'Y energy in each neutron evaporatioqstep. How 

this.is·done is covered in the discussion 'of a J;lrevlous paper:
4 , It is known 

.' ... 
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"14 ,'15 
from previous work of Alexander and Bimonoff and of Kapla,n that in heavy ion 

.~ . 

reactions involving rare-earth'targets '4.8 to 6.3 MeV is dissipated for each 

neutron evaporated. In our analysil:) of the Au + F results in Fig. 4 we find 

that an average of 4.8 MeV is required in the evaporation of the first 4 neutrons 

and the energy dissipated in the eva:i?o~ation of the next 6 neutrbns varies between 

6.0 and 8.1 MeV. 
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Table I. Present.resu1ts compared withthose of Griffioen and M~cfar1an~ (Ref. 5). 
The following energy standards were used: 212po 8.7854 MeV, 21 Po 7.3841 MeV, . 
219Em 6.8176 MeV, 211Bi 6.6222 MeV, 212Bi 46.0898 MeV,. 212Bi 6.0506 MeV (Ref. 
8); 216po 6.7772 MeV, 22<:£.0 6.2884 ~1eV, 22 Ra '5.6840 MeV (Ref. 9). . 

This work Griffioen and Macfarlane 

Isotope Alpha' energy 
'. 

Half-life % iAlpha energy Half-life rip 
MeV MeV 

214Ra 7.136±0.005. .2.6 ±0.2 sec 7·17 2.6 sec 

213Ra 6.730±0.005 2.75±0.15 min 45±2 . 6.74 2.7 min -50 

6.623±0.OQ5 2 . .75±0.15 min 49±~ 6.61 2.7 min -50 

6.520±0.005· 2.75±0.15 min 6+ 1 
-oJ. 

212Ra 6.896±o.005 13 ±2 sec . 6.90 18 sec 

21lRa" 6.910±0.005 15 ±2 '. sec 

210Ra 7.018±0.005 3.8 ±0.2 sec 

.209 . Ra 7·008±0.005 4.7 ±0.2 sec 

208Ra 7.131±0.005 1.2 ±0.2 sec . " 

207Ra 7.131±0.005 1.3 ±0.2 sec 

206Ra ·.7.270±0.005 - 0.4 ±0.2 sec 

214Fr 8.430±0.008 ·8.55 3.9 msec 

- . - - --~---- ~ -----

'., ,. 
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Table II. Comparison of a Q-valuesa . 

Isotope 

- 2l4R ' a 

2l3Ra. 

212 
Ra 

2llRa _ 

210 Ra 

209Ra 

208Ra 

207 -
Ra 

206-' Ra 

Experimental 
(this work) 

7·272 

6.859b 

7.028. -, 

7.044 
" 

7.154 

7.144 

7.271 

7·272 

7.414 

Experimental or estimated 
value given by Viola and 

Seaborg 

7·313 

6.894 

7.039 

7.070 est-

7.150 est 

7.150 est 

7.210 est 

aThe Q-va1ue is the -a-particle energy for the ground-state transition 

corrected for the recoil energy of the daughter nucleus. -

bIn this case the assumption is made that the most energetic a group .is a 

groun~-state transition. 

. . 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Alpha spectra showing radiQ~ and daughter activities from the reactions 

206pb(12C ,218-x-, ,xn; na at three beam energies. Measuring times were 11 min 

and the beam current was O.l,~. Two catcher foils were flipped between 

alternate collection and measuririg positions at a rate of once per sec. 

Fig. 2. Alpha spectra showing radium and daughter activities from the reactions 

197Au(19F, x(11)2l6-~a at three beam energies. Measuring time was 1.5 h for 

the topmost spectrQ~, 19 min for the two other spectra. Two catcher foils 

were flipped between alternate collection and measuring positions at a rate 

of twice per second. Beam current was 0.5 ~. 

Fig. 3. Excitation functions of the radiQ~ and daughter activities produced in 

. 206 12 2l8-x-
the reactions Pb( C,xn)' na. The curves were run from high.to low 

beam energies. Measuring times .were 11 min and the intervals between them 

3 to 5 min. See the caption of Fig. 1 for other details. 

Fig. 4. Excitation functions of the radiQ~ and daughter activities produced in 

the reactions 197Au(19F,xn)216-~a. The curves were run from low to high 

beam energies. Measuring times were 19 min and the intervals between them 

3 to 4 min. See the caption of Fig. 2 for other details. 

Fig. 5. - Data from Fig. 4 replotted in order to clarify the parent-daughter 

relationship-of certain nuclides. 

Fig. 6. Alpha energy versus neutron nu!nber for different elements in the area 

below 126-neutron shell and above 82-proton shell. The solid circles 

indi.cate 'energies assigned to ground-state ex decay. The crosses represent ex 

energies assigned to isomeric states. The open circles are ex transitions to 

excited levels at the daughter nuclei (ex fine structure). The actiniQ'll data 

come from a study to be reported (Ref. 11). 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1SS10n, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






